OpenInsight 10.0.6 ChangeLog.txt
10.0.6 BugFixes
===============
Presentation Server
------------------General
Fixed TabWithinPage bug when tabbing from an "All Pages" control
Don't raise an EDITSTATECHANGED event for a non-visible control
Ensure primary window has the input focus after the splash-screen closed
Suppressed parent focus events when destroying a modal dialog box
(#2753) Ensure z-order is not changed when setting the SIZE property
Fixed shutdown issue after generating VSPRINTER2 (OIPI.Net) output
Fixed VSPRINTER1 (OIPI) crash when generating TCL (OLIST) output
Fixed changing/saving UTF8 mode in Application Settings
DATETIME object
Removed unsupported BACKCOLOR and FORECOLOR properties
Fixed bug when resolving format for VALUE-based property access
Implemented missing VALUE-based property editors
EDIT-based object
Fixed AllowFocus bug that prevented tabbing
EDITBOX object
Removed ACCEPTENTER property - this is always TRUE$ for backwards
compatibility
EDITTABLE object
Don't allow the Enter key to shift focus when non-protected
(#2742) Ensure SelectAll() in the editor uses the max width of the cell
LISTBOX object
Fixed invalid array index bug when setting tab stops
PROPERTYGRID object
Fixed issue where the DPI is set too soon when the control is created.
SYSTEM object
(#2785) Fixed Access Violation bug in OBJECTID method
TABCONTROL object
Fixed painting bug when tab background is too large for a multi-line tab
WINDOW object
(#2743) Ensure there is an active MDI when another MDI child is closed
Fixed single-control load mode in OIWIN_FORMLOADPREV
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Event Designer
--------------(#2750) Ensure scrollbars are applied in script editor
(#2777) Sort control IDs in AL order when building target object list
Menu Designer
--------------Fixed bug that prevented editing of first menu item
Form Designer
------------Fixed sorting bug when returning control lists
Added the DropDownList options for Autofill to the dropdown list in an
EditTable
(#2769) Fixed QuickPaint where number of controls spilled over into multiple
pages
EDITTABLE object
---------------Fixed cell editing bug when in ReadOnly mode
Fixed cell text color bug when in ReadOnly mode
Messages
-------Fixed spelling mistake in OIWIN_READERR
DLL Struct functions
-------------------Added support for DLL struct repository naming convention
Added support for simple 64-bit types
O4W
--General
Updated some plugins to conform to latest jQuery/jQuery Mobile versions
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O4W Form Wizard
Fixed to use IN.VALUE instead of ICONV for input of key field values
O4W WYSIWYG Form Wizard
Fixed drawing issues
Registration Manager (OI Console)
Changed to save error code (when retrying registry methods), and to allow
for read-only operation if write permissions aren't available
Miscellaneous
------------STPROC, STPROCINS Editors
Fixed double-click behavior when tabs (instead of spaces) are used on
$INSERT lines, and when double-clicking on items in non-SYSPROG applications
DEPLOYMENT DEFINITION Editor
(#2771) Fixed build history to properly OCONV date
GIT
Changed GIT_GUI method to work with --merge option in pulls
Global Find/Replace
Continued fixes and enhancements
BFS/DSBFS
Fixed problems with MYSQL datasets
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
10.0.6 New/Updated
==================
Presentation Server
------------------General
Optimized page swap rendering
Implemented PAGESWAPRENDERMODE property for paging components
Implemented REPAINT method
Added Repaint parameter to the INVALIDATE method
Removed "inherited event" processing
Added RDW_FRAME when setting REDRAW back to TRUE$
DATETIME object
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Implemented Relative time specifiers for VALUE-based properties
WINDOW object
Implemented READPREV method
O4W
--General
Improved performance by reducing redundant output (for duplicate events and
classes)
O4WQUALIFYEVENT
Added new event "classlink" for optimization (used for example with a whole
table of links or buttons so that there's only a single function that gets called to
act on the click, based on a class name )
O4W Form Wizard
Changed to use new optimized classclick event instead of individual
qualifyevents on icon buttons
Added ability to specify foreground and background colors on search results
page
O4W Report Wizard
Changed to use new optimized classclick event instead of individual
qualifyevents when called as multiselect popup
Lock Manager (OI Console)
Changed to use new classclick event

Banded Report Writer (BRW)
-------------------------Added support for SYSDICT items.
RTI_BRW_SUPPORT example routine.

Example code added to supplied

Miscellaneous
------------RTI_CHAIN_SELECT
New routine to optimize multiple sequential SELECT statements, when issued
either to local OI system or backend BFS.
Subroutine accepts a series of SELECT statements (@fm delimited),
determines if local or server selects, runs the statements as a block, and returns
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the final set of keys as an active select list.
Currently implemented for OI, D3, QM hosts.
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